Abstract Characterizing the variations of the human body shape is fundamentally important in many applications ranging from animation to product design. 3D scanning technology makes it possible to digitize the complete surfaces of a large number of human bodies, providing much richer information about the body shape than traditional anthropometric measurements. This technology opens up opportunities to extract new measurements for quantifying the body shape. In this paper, we present a new method for extracting the main modes of variations of the human shape from a 3D anthropometric database. Previous approaches rely on anatomical landmarks. Using a volumetric representation, we show that human shape analysis can be performed despite the lack of such information. We first introduce a technique for repairing the 3D models from the original scans. Principal components analysis is then applied to the volumetric description of a set of human models to extract dominant components of shape variability for a target population. We demonstrate a good reconstruction of the original models from a reduced number of components. Finally, we provide tools for visualizing the main modes of human shape variation.
Introduction
Characterizing and understanding human shape variation is traditionally the subject of anthropometry-the study of human body measurement. It is essential for better ergonomic design of any product with which people interact, such as clothing, automobiles, and workstations. Recently, researchers in the computer animation community have increasingly realized the importance of generating realistic virtual actors by capturing real human shapes [15] .
The traditional anthropometry is based on a set of measurements corresponding to linear distances between anatomical landmarks and circumference values at predefined locations. These measurements provide limited information about the human body shape [19] . Furthermore, the traditional measurement, performed by hand, is a long and tedious process, requiring about 30 minutes for each subject. This presents a severe limitation for surveying a large number of subjects. Advances in surface digitization technology have led to the appearance of 3D surface anthropometry where whole body scanners are used to generate detailed human models in a few seconds.
Whole body scanners generate verbose data that cannot be used directly for shape analysis. Therefore, it is necessary to convert 3D scans to a compact representation that retains information about the body shape. Principal components analysis (PCA) is a potential answer to this need. The central issue in applying PCA to 3D anthropometric data is to bring all the models in correspondence to each other. This means that all models under consider-ation have to be sampled with an equal number of points and every point in one model has a unique matching point in every other model.
In this paper, we propose to bring human models into correspondence with each other by converting their polygonal mesh descriptions to a volumetric representation. We align 3D scans inside a volume of fixed dimensions, which is sampled to a set of voxels. A human model is then characterized by an array of signed distances between the voxels and their nearest point on the body surface. Correspondence is achieved by comparing for each voxel the signed distances attributed to different models. Surfaces are reconstructed from the volumetric description using the marching cubes algorithm [14] . The main advantage of the volumetric representation is that correspondence between different models is achieved without using anatomical landmarks, thus avoiding a time-consuming process, since it requires placing markers at the landmark locations before scanning.
Principal components analysis is applied to the volumetric representation to extract a reduced number of components representing the main modes of variation of the human body. These components represent an orthogonal basis of the shape space and thus human models can be characterized compactly by their projections onto this basis. We show that some of these components correspond to commonly used body measurements, like height and weight, and that others indicate new ways of characterizing the body shape. We demonstrate that the intuitive meanings of these components are easily realized through visualizing the changes of the body shape along each main component. By interpreting the components, we provide insight into these new quantities, which may lead to more effective use of the shape variations in applications that need to compare, synthesize, recognize, and monitor human bodies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present a brief description of the CAESAR database, the surface anthropometric data used in this paper. Then, we review related work in human shape analysis, model repairing and voxelization. Next, we describe an algorithm for filling the holes in the models. This algorithm includes the voxelization of the human models. Then, we present the extraction of the main modes of variation in the human shape space using PCA. Finally, we discuss the results of our approach.
CAESAR database
CAESAR (Civilian American and European Surface Anthropometry Resource) was the first 3D surface anthropometry survey performed in the USA and Europe [18] . During this project, body measurements were taken from about 6000 civilians between the ages of 18 and 65 in the USA, the Netherlands and Italy. Subjects were scanned in three postures wearing tight clothes and hair coverings. The Cyberware WB4 [7] and Vitronic [9] full-body scanners were used. Each generated 3D model contains around 300 000 triangles. A set of 74 white markers were placed at anatomical landmarks prior to scanning. The 3D locations of these landmarks were extracted from the range data using a semi-automatic approach [3] .
Our experiments are based on a set of 3D human models in a standing posture from the CAESAR database.
Related work
In this section, we review related work in the areas of analyzing shape variability from 3D human scans, converting surfaces to volumetric representations (voxelization), and model repairing techniques.
The main problem in using 3D human scans for shape analysis is the large number of measured points and the lack of consistent representations between different models. A compact representation of human models can be found in [17] for applications related to the navigation and the visualization of 3D anthropometric databases. The proposed description is compact but does not allow the reconstruction of the original shape. Extended hyperquadrics are used in [2] to model human scans. Fitting extended hyperquadrics to 3D objects is time-consuming and a large number of coefficients are required to reconstruct detailed surfaces. Principal components analysis (PCA) has been widely used for shape analysis. For instance, in face recognition, PCA is used to extract a reduced number of components known as eigenfaces to represent the space of faces [13] . Applying the PCA to 3D anthropometric data requires bringing all the models in correspondence to each other. The most popular approach to establish this correspondence is based on fitting template models to measured scans such as in [20] and [1] . Anatomical landmarks are used for guiding the deformation of template surfaces to fit the scanned data. Most of the landmarks are difficult to detect without palpating the body and placing markers on the subjects prior to scanning. Unfortunately, this operation is time-consuming and thus will not be done in future anthropometric surveys. In this paper, we focus on human shape analysis without relying on anatomical landmarks. We propose to establish a correspondence between different models by converting their surfaces to a volumetric representation and analyze how the same volume is occupied by different models.
Voxelization is concerned with converting geometric objects from their continuous representations to a set of voxels. Early voxelization algorithms were binary, assigning 1 to the occupied voxels and 0 to the unoccupied ones [11, 12] . Rendered images using binary voxelization suffer from aliasing. Recently, alias-free voxelization techniques were proposed. They can be classified into two categories. The first one concerns filtering techniques where the problem of aliasing is solved by low-pass filtering [12, 24] . The second category concerns distance field techniques that assign to each voxel the distance to its nearest surface point [10] . This category is adequate for our application since it allows a description of the volume with a continuous function that can be used for a principal component analysis. Here, the cost of computing the signed-distance is a major concern.
Models from the CAESAR database are characterized by incomplete meshes due to occlusions and low grazing angles, as shown in Fig. 6 . In order to compute an accurate distance field, it is necessary to repair these models. Several studies treated the problem of hole-filling in 3D models [4, 6] . These methods provide smooth hole filling, which is not adequate for the sole of the feet where bulbous shapes can be generated. Moreover, these techniques can produce bridges between the two legs and in the areas under the arms.
Since general hole-filling techniques cannot deal with the geometry of the human body, specific model repairing techniques have been developed. In [22] , a toolbox for identifying holes in 3D human body scans is proposed. The basic idea is to detect and classify holes according to body segments. A potential use of the classification is to fit templates of body parts to missing areas. A library of body parts is then required. Moreover, fitting these parts to missing data is not straightforward. In the same spirit, the approach proposed in [1] efficiently solves the problem of hole filling by fitting a complete template surface to the CAESAR data. This technique is, however, based on anatomical landmarks.
We propose to repair the CAESAR models by estimating missing data from measured information using a slice-based method. The human models are sliced horizontally and hole-filling is performed by transforming each slice to a set of closed curves. This step is followed by generating a volumetric representation. The complete surface of a human body is extracted as an isosurface from the volumetric representation.
Hole-filling
To fill holes in a 3D model, we first intersect it with a set of horizontal planes. A watertight model should give closed curves in each slice. Otherwise, open curves indicate holes in the 3D model, and hole-filling is to close the curves, as shown in Fig 
Surface smoothing
During hole-filling, the normal to the surface at each vertex around boundaries of the holes is used. Since the surface is particularly noisy in these areas, the models are smoothed using the Taubin filter [23] before hole-filling. This filter eliminates the noise while minimizing distortion of the original geometry. Surface smoothing of a 3D human model using the Taubin filter is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The distribution of the distance between the original and the filtered models, computed using the PolyWorks [8] software, is characterized by a mean value of 0.4 mm and 
3D scans alignment
During the scanning process, subjects are asked to keep the same posture. Moreover, the platform of the used body scanners has marks where subjects should stand. Despite these precautions, 3D scans are not sufficiently aligned. This represents a source of noise that affects the shape analysis.
We minimize the misalignment by translating the human models so that their centres of gravity are vertically aligned. The 3D scans are then re-oriented so that the coordinate system corresponds to the principal axes of their tensor of inertia. We define X, Y , and Z axes as the direction of the thickness, width and height of the human body, respectively ( Fig. 3(b) ). The alignment of two human models is shown in Fig. 3 (d).
Segmentation
A segmentation of the feet, hands and head is applied to the human models. This operation is useful for two reasons. First, the CAESAR models present a severe lack of data for the hands and hence, are not sufficient for the analysis of the hand shape. Thus, for our experiments we eliminate data corresponding to hands. Second, during the process of generating closed curves, slices are processed differently according to the body segment they belong to. Different criteria are used in order to avoid bridging between body segments beyond branching points, such as under the arms and between the legs. These criteria can be applied to most body parts. However, they complicate the hole-filling of the feet and the head. These segments are composed of scattered fragments of the true surface and are better repaired if they are considered simply as cylindrical objects without branching points.
After the alignment of the human models, it is simple to automatically delimit the hands and the feet with a set of boxes. The feet are located from one side and the other in the X-Z plane (Fig. 4) . For instance, the box delimiting the left foot is defined as follows:
To delimit the hands, the tips of the middle fingers of both hands are first identified. These features correspond to extremities in the Y direction as shown in Fig. 4 . For example, the box corresponding to the right hand is located using the tip of the middle finger (midd r ) as follows:
Fig. 4. Segmentation of the feet and hands
The head is approximately identified by points having a Z-coordinate exceeding a threshold that we set to 85% of the stature. The human models are sliced by intersecting horizontal planes with the edges of the surface triangles. Points of intersection that belong to the same triangle are then connected with a line segment. We identify hole boundaries as points that are connected to at most one other point. In order to fill the holes in the model, we propose to connect these points so that each slice is converted to a set of closed curves.
Connecting the hole boundaries
Let P k be the set of points corresponding to the hole boundaries in the slice k. The main issue in generating closed curves in each slice is to find the optimal way of connecting the boundary points. To solve this problem we use two criteria. The first one tends to connect points that are close to each other. The second criteria aims to preserve the curvature of the measured data by prioritizing the connection of points that have similar orientation of the normal to the surface. This criterion minimizes the possibility of bridging body parts beyond branching points. The two criteria are expressed in the form of a cost function C k that has to be minimized in order to find the optimal way of connecting the hole boundaries.
We formulate the cost function differently depending on whether the slice belongs to the feet, the head or the rest of the body. The cost of connecting points that belong to the feet or the head is given by:
Where p i and n i represent the position of the point i and its corresponding normal to the surface, respectively. The cost of connecting points from the rest of the body is given by:
The second function attributes more importance to the similarity between the orientations of the normal to the surface. In fact, the cost of connecting two points that have the same normal orientation is zero regardless of how distant they are. This function avoids creating bridges between body parts beyond the branching points.
In order to identify the optimal way of connecting the boundary points, we evaluate the cost of all the connections that satisfy the following conditions:
• The distance between two connected points does not exceed a maximum distance.
• A connection between two points is invalid if it intersects with another segment from the slice.
• All the points should be connected.
After determining the optimal connections, simply connecting the hole boundaries with line segments does not provide an adequate approximation of the missing body parts, especially if the connected points are far apart from each other. For this reason we propose to connect the hole boundaries with second-order Bezier curves. These curves have the advantage of preserving the curvature of the measured data.
Voxelization
Voxelization based on a signed distance map consists of two steps. The first step classifies each voxel as lying in the interior or the exterior of the body. The second step computes the distance from each voxel to its nearest surface point.
Voxel classification
For manifold polygonal models that are watertight, a voxel can be classified by counting the number of times that a ray with its origin at the centre of the voxel intersects polygons of the model (parity count). An odd number of intersections corresponds to an interior voxel and an even number corresponds to an exterior voxel. In our implementation, voxelization is performed after slicing the surface. Therefore, rays are intersected with slices rather than with the model surface.
For some slices where the data is extremely noisy, the criteria used in our hole-filling algorithm are not sufficient to connect the boundary points appropriately. Thus, voxels can be misclassified. To overcome this limitation, we use different directions for scan-converting models as proposed in [16] . Each direction votes on the classification of a voxel and the majority vote is the voxel's final classification.
Computing distances of voxels to the surface
Accurately computing the distance from the centre of each voxel to its nearest surface point is time-consuming. So far, polygonal models are converted to slices. Each slice is a set of connected segments. This fact is useful, since computing the distance to a segment is faster than computing the distance to a triangle. Moreover, we adopt the following measures to reduce the computation time:
• Approximation of the distance: A fast approximation of the distance field dist is first determined using the Danielson algorithm [5] . The accurate distance is then computed only for voxels that are within a certain distance from the body surface. The Danielson algorithm starts from a binary volumetric representation where voxels are classified either as feature or non-feature voxels. The algorithm computes the distance of each non-feature voxel to the nearest feature voxel by propagating the distances in a small neighbourhood. In order to compute distances of both interior and exterior voxels, the Danielson algorithm is applied twice to generate an estimated distance for each voxel. In the first pass, feature voxels correspond to the interior and the surface voxels, while in the second pass, feature voxels correspond to exterior and surface voxels.
• Reducing the number of segments with which the distance has to be computed: For each voxel V we start with identifying the distance ds to the closest segments from the same slice. Only segments that are inside a square around V and having a diagonal equal to 2 dist are considered. After identifying ds, segments from other slices that are inside a cube around V and having a diagonal equal to 2ds are considered. Positive distances are assigned to interior voxels and negative distances are assigned to exterior voxels. A complete surface model is then extracted from the volumetric description using the marching cubes algorithm [14] . Figure 6 illustrates a human model after hole-filling. The surface is extracted from a volumetric representation with a sampling rate of 8 mm. The result shows that most of the holes in the original models are properly filled, except for areas such as the ears where most of the information is missing.
Principal components analysis
To apply PCA to the volumetric models, we form a vector, , for each model, where each element of the vector is the signed distance from a voxel to the surface of the model. The average over N models is given bȳ 
where 0 ≤ M ≤ N and c ij = i · u j . In other words, every model can be reconstructed by the linear combination of a subset of the eigenvectors. The quality of the reconstruction can be evaluated by the fraction 
Reconstruction
PCA is applied to 300 male subjects from the CAESAR database. Only the standing posture is considered in our experiments. The models are first converted to a volumetric representation. PCA extracts a set of eigenvectors that represent an orthogonal basis of the human shape space inside the studied models. The eigenvectors are arranged according to the decreasing order of the percentage of the shape variability that they induce. Experimental results show that the first 64 eigenvectors represent 95% of Fig. 7a-c . Reconstruction of human models using the first 64 eigenvectors extracted from the volumetric representation of 300 male subjects. a Original models; b repaired models; c reconstructed models the total variance. Figure 7 illustrates three examples of the reconstructed models using Eq. 3. For visualization purposes, we convert the volumetric models back to the surface meshes using the marching cubes algorithm [14] . As we can see, even with a reduced number of coefficients, the global geometry of the reconstructed body shapes are fairly close to the original scans.
Interpretation of main modes of variation
The first few eigenvectors extracted by applying PCA to a set of human models represent the main modes of shape variation within the studied population. In this section, we visualize the first five modes of variation and give interpretations of these modes, linking them to some intuitive body shape variations. This information is important for many applications, for example, the design of products that interact with humans.
To visualize the main modes of the shape variation, we start with projecting a real model onto the basis of main components. For each mode of variation, we generate a sequence of virtual models by changing the coefficient of correlation with the corresponding eigenvector, while keeping the rest of the coefficients constant. The sequence of virtual models show only the shape variation that is induced by the corresponding mode of variation. The interpretations of these modes are made obvious by animating the virtual models. Representative virtual models are presented and compared with the real models with the same range of coefficients.
We conducted three groups of experiments. In the first group, we apply PCA to the original models. In the second group, we normalize models to the same height before applying PCA. There are two reasons for the normalization. One is that it isolates the shape variation from the height variation. Another is that it improves the correspondences between the models, because if the models are at the same height, their anatomical components tend to align better with each other. After normalizing the height, the arms represent the body segments where the misalignment is the most severe and in some extreme examples a model's arm can correspond to part of another model's torso. These misalignments introduce artificial variability that does not reflect the changes of the body shape. Therefore, in the third group of experiments we eliminate the arms.
In the following interpretations we concentrate on the overall body shape variation and ignore the details on the heads. Our method can be applied to the heads separately. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the interpretations of the first five modes under non-normalized and normalized conditions, respectively.
In 1940, Sheldon et al. [21] proposed three components for characterizing the human body: endomorphy (soft and roundness), mesomorphy (hardness and muscu- larity) and ectomorphy (linearity and skinniness). Our interpretations can be considered as a generalization of these components. While Sheldon et al.'s observations are qualitative, we provide quantitative measurements.
Non-normalized models
The modes of variation are presented in decreasing order of the percentage of the variability they induce.
First mode
The first mode of variation, representing 35% of the total shape variability within the studied set of models, reflects a combination of height and weight (but is dominated by height). In Fig. 8 , we arrange models in increasing order of their projection on the first main component. One side of the mode represents tall and wide persons and the other side represents short and thin ones.
Second mode
The second mode of variation is highly correlated to the normalized weight, which we define as the ratio of the weight and the cube of the height. In Fig. 9 , each dot represents a model with the horizontal axis as the normalized weight and the vertical axis as the correlation with the second mode of variation. This mode of variation represents 15% of the global variance. Figure 10 shows that the model changes from thin on the left to wide on the right.
Third mode
The third mode of variation does not seem to correspond to any anatomical variation. It is rather an artifact that is due to the misalignment in the upper body (Fig. 11) . The fourth mode of variation corresponds to a posture variation (Fig. 12 ). The models vary from a posture of bending forward to a posture of leaning slightly backward.
Fifth mode
The fifth mode of variation represents a difference of muscularity and distribution of mass between the torso and the legs (Fig. 13) . From one side of the component, models have a large abdomen, narrow hips, and close thighs. When the correlation to the fifth mode increases, the models tend to become more muscular with larger hips and thighs that are farther apart. This mode of variation is comparable to the ectomorph component of the Sheldon representation [21] . 
Normalized models
The application of PCA to the volumetric representation of non-normalized models extracts modes such as the variation of height, weight, posture, and muscularity. However the misalignment between the models generates such artifacts as we have seen in the third component. Normalizing the height of the models to the same value reduces the misalignment in the upper body and thus improves the correspondence provided by the volumetric representation.
First mode
Not surprisingly, after normalizing the height, the first mode of variation is weight. As shown in Fig. 15 , this mode of variation, representing 33.86% of the global variability, is equivalent to the second component for the non-normalized models. Notice that the models change from wide to thin as we increase the coefficients, whereas in the non-normalized situation (Fig. 10) , the direction of change is from thin to wide. This is because the direction of the eigenvectors can be both ways. The correlation of this mode with the normalized weight is illustrated in Fig. 14. 
Second mode
The second mode of variation is equivalent to the fourth mode of variation in the non-normalized models. It reflects a posture variation where the models are bending forward on the one side and leaning backward on the other (Fig. 16 ). This mode of variation represents 15.11% of the global variability.
Third mode
The third mode of variation represents 8.93% of the global variability. This component corresponds to a variation of mass distribution and muscularity (Fig. 18) . It is equivalent to the fifth mode in the non-normalized models. Figure 17 illustrates a correlation between this mode and the waist/hip circumference ratio. We notice that for low correlation coefficients, the waist circumference is larger than the hip circumference, whereas for high coefficients the hips are larger. 
Fourth mode
The fourth mode of variation represents 4% of the global variability. It reflects a variation of the spacing between the arms and the torso. In addition, this mode also corresponds to the proportional lengths between the upper and lower body. From Fig. 19 , we observe that the legs of the models become longer as we increase the correlation coefficient.
Fifth mode
The fifth mode represents 3.64% of the global variation. It corresponds to a variation of the head position relative to the rest of the body. When the head is leaning backward, the back of model tends to have an arch (Fig. 20) .
Models with segmented arms
The first five modes extracted from the models with segmented arms are similar to the ones extracted in the previous experiment, except for the variation corresponding to the arms (Fig. 21) . However, the percentages of variability associated to these modes are slightly different from the previous ones. The first five modes of variation represent 36.15%, 9.5%, 6.29%, 5.26%, and 4.61% of the total variability.
Conclusions
This paper introduces a new approach to anthropometric measurement based on 3D scanning technology. Using the distance functions computed on the volumetric representation of 3D models, we have shown that an extensive human body shape analysis can be performed by principal components analysis without knowledge of the anatomical landmarks. We applied PCA to 300 male subjects from the CAESAR database to extract the main modes of variation of the human body shape. In particular, we have shown that the human body shape can be globally represented with a small number of principal components. Furthermore, we have found that the first few components represent meaningful intuitive body variations. We have given interpretations to the first five components-some of them provide quantitative evidence to the empirical anthropometric observations [21] .
Our interpretations have not been validated by the experts in the fields of anthropometry, anatomy, and anthropology. Nevertheless, this new approach provides powerful tools for these fields and our study is only the first step toward a fast and more reliable characterization of the whole human body. ZOUHOUR 
